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Background Information...

Mirror Myth:

For every mirror is a gateway to the Other World and leads directly to Lilith's cave. That is the cave 
Lilith went to when she abandoned Adam and the Garden of Eden for all time, the cave where she 
sported with her demon lovers. From these unions multitudes of demons were born, who flocked 
from that cave and infiltrated the world. And when they want to return, they simply enter the nearest 
mirror. That is why it is said that Lilith makes her home in every mirror... From "Lilith's Cave" (see 
sources listed below). 

Lilith

written by Khephera - submitted to SOL by Simon Goodey

The Mythos: Lilith's Defiance

Now Lilith was the first wife of Adam, well before the 
creation of Eve. She had been created along with him to 
be his helper, as the Torah states "Male and Female He 
created them." 

However,  Lilith  was  not  so  suited  as  a  companion for 
Adam. There was little on which they could agree. In his 
attempt to mate with Lilith, Adam demanded missionary 
position.  However,  Lilith  refused.  "We  were  created 
equal, and thus we shall make love in equal positions." 

Adam replied that  he,  being the  Image of  the  Elohim, 
would not stoop to such a level as to be equal to Lilith, 
who was simply one of the many beasts of the field. She 
was  created  as  his  helper,  and  that  is  how she  would 
remain.

Lilith, however, was far more than Adam had imagined. 
She went straight away to Yahweh, and used her prowess 
of seduction upon Him. Yahweh, known for his soft heart 
toward  women,  was  finally  lulled  into  revealing  His 
sacred Name unto her. Thereupon Lilith pronounced the 
Divine Name, and flew away from the Garden and Adam 
forever.

She took residence within a cave upon the shores of the 
Red Sea, where to this day she finds Her shelter Within. 
She accepted the demons of the world as her lovers, and 



spawned many thousands of demon children in only a short time. It is thus that the world became 
populated  with  demons,  and  how  Lilith  came  to  be  called  the  Mother  of  Demons--wife  of 
Asmodeus, the King of Demons. In this aspect, she was called the Younger Lilith.

Adam, meanwhile, found that he regretted wishing Lilith away. He went to Yahweh and stated his 
case for the return of Lilith. Yahweh agreed that a creature of Eden should not so easily depart that 
realm, and dispatched three Enforcer Angels to retrieve her. 

These three, Senoy, Sansenoy, and Semangeloph, soon found Lilith within her cave, and demanded 
her return unto Adam by order of Yahweh. If she refused, they informed her, they would slay one 
hundred of her demon children each day until she decided to return.

Lilith exclaimed that even this fate was better than returning to Eden and submission to Adam. As 
the Enforcers carried out their threat, Lilith also made a terrible proclamation. In return for the pain 
delivered upon her, she would slay the children of Adam. She swore to attack children, and even 
their mothers, during child-birth. She also swore that all newborns were in danger of her wrath--
baby girls for twenty days after birth, and boys for eight. Not only this, but she vowed also to attack 
men in their sleep. She would steal their semen to give birth to more demon children, which would 
replace those slain each day. 

However, even Lilith was not without feeling. She also made one other promise: wherever she saw 
displayed the names of the three Angels who opposed her, no one in that place would be in danger 
from her actions.

The Lilith of Today

Adam literally translates as "Mankind." He is all of us--male and female, young and old. He is, 
basically, civilization. Adam is the Image of the Divine; he, and all physical things, are the final 
result of Divine Manifestation. On the Qabalistic Tree of Life, Adam is Malkuth (Kingdom), the 
physical world. In Qabalistic psychology, Malkuth refers to the conscious mind. Thus, Adam is our 
consciousness. He is our egos, our waking selves. Adam is everything about us that imposes "proper 
behavior" within society.

Lilith, created along with him, is the Shadow Self. She is our subconscious, that part of us that is 
most  animal  like,  defiant,  uncivilized,  passionate,  and  basically  natural.  She  is  sex.  She  is 
everything that our (screwed-up) society frowns upon; a society that has been taught for thousands 
of years to suppress everything within us that is most natural and enjoyable. She is just as described 
by the Religious interpretation--she is Babylon.

Eve is also our subconscious. However, she is that small part of our inner-selves that our conscious-
selves have gotten full control over. She has no free-will of her own--being wholly a part of Adam. 
She is that part of ourselves that, as a civilized people, we will show to others. Eve is what has been 
programmed into us as "acceptable." She is the polar opposite of Lilith. She and Lilith together 
form the whole of the inner self.

(Let me point out that this interpretation of Adam and Eve/Lilith as the conscious and subconscious 
is a rather old one. The Lovers Card of the Tarot uses this symbolism, with the addition of an Angel 
who represents the Higher Self.)

Samael is the Archangel of Gevurah (Severity) upon the Tree of Life. He is the embodiment of 
Divine Severity. He is the Prince of the Seraphim--those Fiery Serpents who, at one point, Yahweh 
sent to punish the Israelites (see the Exodus). Samael is hardship.



Lilith's  demon  spawn  are  our  own  personal  demons.  They  are  neurosis  and  harmful  criminal 
behavior. They are the imbalances in the mind that can lead to our destruction.

And these are the characters of the Lilith Mythos. The above interpretations of them must be held in 
mind at all times through the following. If so, certain aspects of the Myth begin to make a certain 
kind of modern sense.

For instance, Adam's insistence that he mate with Lilith in the missionary position becomes the 
civilized mind's attempt to reign in and suppress the animal within--to be superior to it. Lilith's 
flight from Eden, and to the Cave, is the banishment of our natural animal instincts to the dark 
recesses of our minds. Even when Adam wishes She would come back, it is too late and the damage 
has been done.

What damage is this? Lilith spawned thousands of demon children. These demons are born within 
the  locked  away  and  forgotten  parts  of  our  minds.  Even  though  we  attempt,  as  the  Angelic 
Enforcers, to hunt down and slay as many of them as we can, the tide is too great to be turned; we 
have suppressed that which can not be suppressed. Lilith,  in Her darkness,  has grown the Owl 
Talons. By nature a beautiful creature--as our natural selves are in fact beautiful--Lilith now has the 
means and motive to rip us to tiny shreds. She attacks us while we sleep; and with our semen--the 
facts of our very daily lives--she spawns more and more demons. Before she is finished, she will 
slither her way back into our minds--as the Serpent in the Garden. Our conscious selves will not 
even see it coming; while we are occupied with our day to day foolishness, Lilith will be sweet-
talking Eve into taking the fatal bite. She will attack us below the surface, in that part of ourselves 
we have long-since thought conquered. One moment we suddenly find ourselves with break-downs, 
outbursts, causing harm to others, and social and personal ruin. We have experienced the Fall from 
Grace.

This also applies on a social level, not simply within the mind of the individual. When viewing the 
myth from the wider angle, we see where Samael comes into play. What happens when the things 
that are natural and beautiful are suddenly labeled as wrong? They then begin to attract the dregs of 
society. Once there were Goddess Temples, and Priestesses adept at Sex Magick. Now, we have 
prostitution, strip-clubs, and brothels which are seed-beds of abuse, harmful drugs, and disease. The 
people who frequent these places are usually dirty and immature people with little to no social 
value. Individuality and Self expression is now gang activity, and social outcasts. Children who 
display this individuality spend their time in the principal's office or the in the corner. They are 
labeled as bad kids, and so bad kids they believe they are.

This  is  where  the  Rabbinical  view of  Lilith  comes into  play.  The sleazy clubs,  the  gangs,  the 
criminal behavior are all very seductive on the outside. The glamorous people are the Rebels who 
break laws and harm people. Bonnie and Clyde, Billy the Kid, Al Capone--these are our heroes. Yet, 
if we allow Lilith to seduce us with Her beauty, she will finally show us the ugliness that lies under 
her dressing. That is, when she rips into us with her Talons. The gangster is shot in a drive-by, and 
thus ends his glory. The prostitute has her throat cut, or dies of an overdose. And the man who 
frequents the brothel dies of AIDS, or perhaps as a lonely old man because a real relationship was 
ever beyond him.

This is the Marriage of Lilith to Samael. He is Lilith's Talons. He is the hairy male lower half of her 
body. These things which are so beautiful and natural actually BECOME dirty and harmful. This, in 
turn, fuels the view that these things are harmful in and of themselves. Society literally eats itself 
from the inside out--and this is the Marriage of Lilith to God. As in the Qabalistic interpretation, the 
flow of Divinity has been tainted; Samael/Lilith is in control, and what is good has twisted into evil. 
Lilith should be our ally, and yet we are pitted in combat against her. If Adam can not be forced to 



accept his Lilith, then Lilith will destroy him. But, those in control in society maintain that control 
through  the  suppression  of  Lilith--our  defiance  and  freewill--and  they  would  sooner  see  us 
destroyed than to lose that control.

And here enters yet another character in the Mythos: Cain. It is little known that Cain was born--not 
of Adam and Eve--but of Eve and the Serpent during the Temptation. Thus, Cain is actually the 
child of the interaction between Eve and Lilith/Samael. The clashing of the acceptable and non-
acceptable. In short, Cain--full of hate, jealousy, and anger which finally explodes into murder--is 
the very corrupt society thus far described. His brother Abel, who was born of Adam and Eve, is the 
world that we wish could exist. Abel is a hope that will forever be slain by Cain.

Thank the Gods that it is not really quite as bad as all of that. There are respectable brothels and 
strip-clubs. There are those who display self-expression in childhood who, somehow through all of 
the abuse, still grow up to become respected artists of all kinds. There are those who understand the 
sacredness of sex. In short, there are those few who have refused to allow Samael to be wed to 
Lilith. Instead, they have invited Lilith to return to the Garden--promising Her that She can play 
mistress just as much as he plays master. They have attempted to join Lilith and Eve together, and to 
return them both to their rightful place within Adam. They strive to become Adam Kadmon--that 
Supernal Man(kind) who is greater even than the Angels.

Of course, few, if any, of us have attained that success. However, perhaps there is hope. Perhaps 
there will even return a day when a couple could make love on the street and no one bat an eye. 
Perhaps a day when a person could be individual and even a little rebellious without turning to 
crime to do so. Of course, no Utopia will ever exist in full. However, just as the Medieval Qabalist 
strove to unite God and His Shekinah, so too should we strive to unite Eve and Lilith, and both of 
them with Adam within ourselves. Only then will we have the power to rebuild the inner Temple, 
and aid the Shekinah's return to Adonai. Only then does Abel have a chance at survival.

This is my view of Lilith. She is the Mother of the Night, and all the dark beauty that lies within it. 
Lilith is the Hidden Mysteries which society would rather I not know. Lilith is my Mother, and I am 
one  of  Her  demons--who wishes  to  take  part  in  the  dismantling  of  Adam's  misguided way of 
thinking and acting. I am Adam, and I have rejected my foolish concepts of superiority over Lilith.

Lilith has Her dark side, of course. If I let Her rule over me, then She would drain my vitality as the 
Succubus that She is. She would rule me to the point of being little more than a thoughtless animal, 
useless to myself or anyone else. Instead, I accept Lilith in equality. Just as the Wiccan God is to the 
Goddess, I am both Her son and Her lover.

 

My interpretation:

Lilith found living in the Garden of Eden fairly acceptable, it was pleasant, comfortable, we assume 
shelter,  warmth  and  hunger  were  not  problems.  Yet,  what  made  Lilith  leave?  Was  it  the  "Big 
Brother" aspect of God watching all the time? We know Lilith did not lay down under mankind 
(Adam); was she bored?

Maybe Lilith was stuck in a rut, as many of us are, we feel comfortable and know the routine, it is 
fairly acceptable, so why change?

Lets ask the question why not change?



Lilith chose what Mankind would find unacceptable as a way of living, she would rather live in a 
cave, copulating with demons than live in paradise. She made this decision and experienced the 
consequence of her decision, so when God gave Lilith the opportunity to return to Eden, Lilith 
refused and continued to accept the unacceptable.

The Unacceptable is not what we find unacceptable, it is what those that would wish to influence, 
support and guide us find unacceptable.

The consequence of accepting the unacceptable is that those that guide, support and influence us 
may get angry, withdraw their support and curse us.

The benefits for Lilith: She grew as an individual, she stood on her own two feet, she had influence 
in world affairs, she had lovers in the hundreds of thousands, She had independence and life had 
meaning and a reason for being.

Simon Goodey

 
The Ritual...

Colours are Black / Yellow / Purple.

ALL STAND IN A CIRCLE

(LIGHT INCENSE - FRANKINCENSE, MYRRH, BEZOIN & SANDALWOOD)

(SET UP CAULDRON IN CENTER)

CAST CIRCLE WITH ATHAME, GOING ANTICLOCKWISE TO INVOKE... 
SWORD CUTS A CIRCLE ROUND ABOUT, A WORLD WITHIN A WORLD WITHOUT 
SWORD HAS CAST A CIRCLE ROUND ABOUT - POWER STAY IN - WORLD STAY OUT!!

ELEMENTS -- FOUR PEOPLE TO BRING THE ELEMENT IN  
EARTH - NANTA - WEST - BODY  
WATER - HCOMA - EAST - EMOTIONS  
AIR - EXARP - SOUTH - SOUL 
FIRE - BITOM - NORTH - LIFE

(READ OUT NOTES ON GODDESS - TO AFFIRM INTENTION TO INVOKE LILITH)

(LIGHT CRUCIBLE)

ALL JOIN HANDS - LEFT HAND DOWN, RIGHT HAND UP - BOY, GIRL, BOY, GIRL.

START TO SLOWLY CIRCLE FLAME WHILE WE CHANT...

MAZABA LILITH! 
She comes Lilith!  
ZAMRAN LILITH! 
She appears Lilith!

...THEN SPEED UP TO EKO, EKO AZARAK; EKO, EKO, ZAMILAK...

BREAK THE CIRCLE AND TWIRL ON THE SPOT FEELING THE ENERGY AROUND YOU.



ALL LAY DOWN AND CATCH BREATH

(TURN ON TAPE MUSIC)

LIE BACK FEELING COMFORTABLE, TAKE 3 DEEP BREATHS...  
IN  
OUT 
IN  
OUT 
IN  
OUT

FEEL  ENERGY  RISING  FROM  THE  CENTER  OF  THE  EARTH.  FEEL  THIS  ENERGY 
SPREAD THOUGH YOUR BODY. FEEL THE WARMTH SPREAD FROM YOUR FINGERS 
AND TOES THROUGH YOUR LEGS AND ARMS THROUGH YOUR STOMACH,  YOUR 
CHEST, YOUR NECK, YOUR HEAD AND FEEL THE ENERGY RISE UP TO THE HEAVENS. 
NOW SEE A LARGE CIRCLE OF BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT ABOVE YOU, AS THOUGH ALL 
THE STARS HAVE BECOME ONE,  FEEL THIS  LIGHT DESCENDING TOWARDS YOU, 
BRINGING THE ENERGY OF THE UNIVERSE. FEEL IT GOING THROUGH YOUR HEAD, 
YOUR NECK, YOUR CHEST, YOUR STOMACH. FEEL IT PULSATING THROUGH YOUR 
LEGS AND ARMS, YOUR FINGERS AND TOES, NOW SEE THIS ENERGY DESCENDING 
TO THE VERY CORE OF THE EARTH. NOW SEE YOURSELF CAUGHT BETWEEN THESE 
TWO ENERGIES FILLED WITH WARMTH AND LIGHT.

NOW SEE YOURSELVES IN A HUGE CAVE DEEP IN THE EARTH, IN THE CENTER IS A 
FIRE THAT BURNS AS THOUGH IT HAS BEEN BURNING FOR ALL TIME, AROUND THE 
WALLS ARE MANY MIRRORS, BUT THEY DO NOT SEEM TO BE MIRRORS, THEY ARE 
WINDOWS AND THEY ILLUMINATE THE WOMAN WHO STANDS TO GREET YOU. 
 
SHE IS NAKED, SEEING HER MAKES YOU TINGLE, SHE HOLDS OUT HER HANDS IN 
WELCOME, YOU TAKE HER HANDS, SHE LOOKS YOU IN THE EYES AND SAYS “I AM 
LILITH, I WAS THE FIRST TO ACCEPT THE UNACCEPTABLE, YOU WILL SEE WHAT IT IS 
LIKE TO ACCEPT THE UNACCEPTABLE, COME WITH ME, AND TOGETHER, WE WILL 
CHOOSE A MIRROR, FOR THE MIRROR YOU CHOOSE WILL BE THE MIRROR OF YOUR 
LIFE,  GO  THROUGH  THE  MIRROR  AND  EXPERIENCE  LIFE  AS  YOU  ACCEPT  THE 
UNACCEPTABLE”.  
 
LILITH HOLDS YOUR HAND AND LEADS YOU ROUND THE CAVERN YOU FEEL THE 
PRIMAL ESSENCE OF THIS GODDESS,  RAW NATURAL ENERGY FLOWS FROM HER 
HAND INTO YOURS THEN THROUGH OUT YOUR BODY. 
 
YOU LOOK AT THE MIRRORS AND YOU SEE YOUR SELVE DOING WHAT YOU DO, YOU 
CHANGE THAT IMAGE FOR WHAT IS UNACCEPTABLE. 
 
IN YOUR OWN TIME, STEP THROUGH THE MIRROR WINDOW. 
 
IN A WHILE YOU WILL BE BACK TO SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE. 
. 
. 
.10 MINUTES GO BY – ABOUT THREE SONGS 
. 
. 



LILITH SAYS “COME CHILD IT IS TIME TO GO” 
AND LILITH LEADS YOU BACK TO THE CAVERN, SHE HANDS YOU OVER TO YOUR 
GUARDIAN ANGEL AND SAYS “FROM NOW ON IF YOU WANT TO FIND ME JUST LOOK 
INTO ANY MIRROR” 
 
NOW FEEL YOURSELVES COMING BACK TO THIS ROOM, TAKE YOUR TIME. 
LIE ON ONE SIDE, OR SIT QUIETLY, SO THAT YOU KEEP THE MEMORIES OF YOUR 
JOURNEY. 
 
WRIGGLE YOUR TOES, 
 
WRIGGLE YOUR FINGERS, 
 
TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND HAVE A STRETCH.  
 
MAKE NOTES ON  THE JOURNEY. 
 
SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE. 
 
EVERYONE GROUND THEMSELVES SEND ENERGY TO THOSE IN NEED. 
 
CLOSE THE CIRCLE BY TAKING THE ATHAME CLOCKWISE AND CHANT...  
 
THE CIRCLE IS OPEN, BUT REMAINS UNBROKEN, 
MAY THE PEACE OF THE GODDESS BE FOREVER IN OUR HEARTS, 
MERRY MEET AND MERRY PART, 
AND MERRY MEET AGAIN.

 

* This ritual is a combination of the author's original ideas and information obtained from various 
books and/or internet sources. 
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